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“Top Ten” List for New GIST Patients  
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• What causes GIST?  
• Where do GISTs come from (cell types)? 
• What are KIT and PDGFRA? 
• What is “wild-type” GIST? 
• How do “TKI” drugs (such as Gleevec) work? 



What causes GIST? Probably just bad luck. 

 
GIST can be inherited, but this is very rare;  

almost all GISTs are “sporadic” (not familial) 

and occur randomly. 
 

No environmental, occupational, dietary, or lifestyle 
causes of GIST are known – and if there were any major 
risk factors, they would have been noticed by now! 
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blood cells (red, white) 

cardiomyocytes (heart) adipocytes (fat tissue) 

Cells, tissues, and cancers. 
There are hundreds of types of cells in the human body. 

hepatocytes (liver) 



Cancers can begin in almost any type of cell in the body. 

 
It is the type of cell from which a cancer develops that 
defines the biology of the cancer – and its treatment. 

 
Identifying the cell type (usually, by examining a 
specimen taken at surgery) is the important task of the 
pathologist. 
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Carcinomas and sarcomas: two different classes of cancers 
 
Most cancers are carcinomas, which arise in epithelial (“lining”) tissues 
(skin, colon, lung, bladder, prostate, breast, etc.).  
GIST is not a carcinoma; it is a sarcoma. 
 
Sarcomas are cancers that arise from cells of connective tissues, blood 
vessels, cartilage, bone, etc.  Sarcomas are rare (∼1% of all cancers).  

G.I. carcinomas 
start on the 
inside (lining) of 
the g.i. tract. 

GISTs start on the 
outside (muscular 
wall) of the g.i. tract 



ICCs: “Interstitial cells of Cajal”: the cells where GISTs start 
(in most cases, we think ….) 
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Dr. Brian Rubin, Interstitial cells of Cajal: What are they and why should you care? 
www.liferaftgroup.org/news_sci_articles/interstitial_cells_cajal.html 

ICCs in the small intestine 
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ICCs are the “pacemaker” cells that coordinate peristalsis 
– the waves of muscle action that push food along the g.i. 
tract during digestion.  

ICCs send out the electrical signals that stimulate the g.i. 
smooth muscle to contract. 

esophagus 

bolus of 
food 
pushed 
down contracting 

muscle 
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GIST tumors arise in the same cell type (ICC), 
regardless of their location along the GI tract. 

esophagus <5%  

stomach 40-70% 

small intestine 20-40%  

colon/rectum 5-15%  
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A GIST that starts in the stomach is a GIST 

(… not what people are usually referring to when they 
say “stomach cancer” – the common adenocarcinoma). 

 

A GIST that starts in the colon is a GIST   

(… not what people are usually referring to when they 
say “colon cancer” – the common colorectal carcinoma). 



Like other cancers, GISTs may metastasize – spread from 

the “primary” tumour to new sites in the body. 

(GISTs tend to spread to the liver and the peritoneum, 

the membrane lining the abdominal cavity.)  

Metastases (“mets”), wherever they occur, have the 

biological properties of the primary tumor. 

Important: GIST mets in the liver, lung, etc., are still 

GISTs and must be treated as GISTs – they are not “liver 

cancer” or “lung cancer”. (A Canadian visiting Peru is 

still a Canadian – she hasn’t become a Peruvian!) 
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The GIST-KIT connection: the 1998 breakthrough 
 The discovery that revolutionized our 
understanding of GIST biology and treatment. 
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• Most GIST cells express a protein called “KIT”  
 (very few other cells in the body do so) 

•  In most cases of GIST, the KIT gene is mutated, 
 producing an aberrant form of KIT protein. 

Yukihiko Kitamura, M.D. Seiichi Hirota, M.D. 
Osaka Univ. Med. School 



The GIST-KIT connection (2019 update) 
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We now know that “GIST” is really an “umbrella” term 
that encompasses several distinct sarcomas. 
 
Most GISTs are “KIT-mutant”, but about 25% are not: 
 
About 15% have a mutation in a related gene, PDGFRA. 
 
About 10% are so-called “wild-type” GISTs. 
 
It has become quite clear that PDGFRA-mutant and 
“wild-type” GISTs are distinct diseases, in terms of 
their biology and treatment. 



Toronto: the home of KIT research! 

The murine W/c-kit and 
Steel loci and the control of 
hematopoiesis, Semin. 
Hematol. 28: 138-142, 1991. 
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Genes and Proteins 
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Genes (DNA) are the code (blueprints) for construction 
of the cell’s proteins. The human genomes encodes  
>30,000 different kinds of proteins. 



Proteins 
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Proteins are linear sequences of building blocks: 
amino acids … which come in 20 different “flavours”: 
 
A = alanine 
C = cysteine 
D= aspartic acid 
E = glutamic acid 
F = phenylalanine 
H = histidine 
etc. 
 
A protein sequence may be anywhere from about 100 
to many thousands of amino acid residues in length. 



KIT:  976 amino acid residues 

1   MRGARGAWDF LCVLLLLLRV QTGSSQPSVS PGEPSPPSIH PGKSDLIVRV GDEIRLLCTD 
61  PGFVKWTFEI LDETNENKQN EWITEKAEAT NTGKYTCTNK HGLSNSIYVF VRDPAKLFLV 
121 DRSLYGKEDN DTLVRCPLTD PEVTNYSLKG CQGKPLPKDL RFIPDPKAGI MIKSVKRAYH 
181 RLCLHCSVDQ EGKSVLSEKF ILKVRPAFKA VPVVSVSKAS YLLREGEEFT VTCTIKDVSS 
241 SVYSTWKREN SQTKLQEKYN SWHHGDFNYE RQATLTISSA RVNDSGVFMC YANNTFGSAN 
301 VTTTLEVVDK GFINIFPMIN TTVFVNDGEN VDLIVEYEAF PKPEHQQWIY MNRTFTDKWE 
361 DYPKSENESN IRYVSELHLT RLKGTEGGTY TFLVSNSDVN AAIAFNVYVN TKPEILTYDR 
421 LVNGMLQCVA AGFPEPTIDW YFCPGTEQRC SASVLPVDVQ TLNSSGPPFG KLVVQSSIDS 
481 SAFKHNGTVE CKAYNDVGKT SAYFNFAFKG NNKEQIHPHT LFTPLLIGFV IVAGMMCIIV 
541 MILTYKYLQK PMYEVQWKVV EEINGNNYVY IDPTQLPYDH KWEFPRNRLS FGKTLGAGAF 
601 GKVVEATAYG LIKSDAAMTV AVKMLKPSAH LTEREALMSE LKVLSYLGNH MNIVNLLGAC 
661 TIGGPTLVIT EYCCYGDLLN FLRRKRDSFI CSKQEDHAEA ALYKNLLHSK ESSCSDSTNE 
721 YMDMKPGVSY VVPTKADKRR SVRIGSYIER DVTPAIMEDD ELALDLEDLL SFSYQVAKGM 
781 AFLASKNCIH RDLAARNILL THGRITKICD FGLARDIKND SNYVVKGNAR LPVKWMAPES 
841 IFNCVYTFES DVWSYGIFLW ELFSLGSSPY PGMPVDSKFY KMIKEGFRML SPEHAPAEMY 
901 DIMKTCWDAD PLKRPTFKQI VQLIEKQISE STNHIYSNLA NCSPNRQKPV VDHSVRINSV 
961 GSTASSSQPL LVHDDV 
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Protein structure: Exons (simplified!) 
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Most proteins can be regarded as consisting of distinct  
“domains”, each consisting of �50-100 amino acids: 

Each domain corresponds to a separate piece of the 
gene for that protein; these pieces are called “exons”.  
 
The KIT gene has 21 exons. 

BC ALTA SASK MB ONT 



KIT (“c-Kit” or “CD117”)  
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KIT is a specific protein; it is made 
(expressed) by only a few types of 
adult cells, including ICCs and GISTs. 
 
Immunohistochemistry (IHC): 
 The essential step in 
diagnosing GIST is to test whether 
the tumor cells express KIT*. This is 
done by staining the tissue sample 
with an antibody that recognizes 
KIT. The stained tissue is examined 
under the microscope. 

Blay et al., 2012 

*The KIT protein may be “wild-type” or “mutant”. 



KIT mutations: What is a mutation? 
 
•   A change in the DNA sequence encoding a protein. 
 
• Mutations occur randomly, but natural selection 

causes cells carrying certain mutations to survive 
and grow preferentially. 
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KIT is an “oncogene”. 
 
An oncogene is a gene that encodes a protein product which, 
when mutated, instructs the cell to keep dividing: a “stuck gas 
pedal”. When the KIT gene is mutated, it acts as a “driver” 
mutation that tells the GIST cells to proliferate. 
 
The KIT protein is an enzyme – a “tyrosine kinase” – that acts 
on other proteins, modulating their activities (triggering a 
“signal transduction cascade”). 
 
In about 75% of GIST cases – but not 100% – the KIT gene is 
mutated; consequently, an aberrant form of KIT protein is 
produced by the GIST tumour cells. 

KIT mutations: oncogene activation 



• occurring in cells of the body during development 
or adulthood, but not affecting germ cells (egg or 
sperm cells) 
 

• the somatic KIT mutation is carried by all of the 
tumor cells, but it cannot be passed on to a 
patient’s children 

The “driver” mutations in GISTs are almost always 
somatic – not germline – mutations. 
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KIT mutations in GIST are (almost always) somatic. 



GIST “driver” mutations can occur at many different sites within the 
KIT gene, affecting many different sites within the KIT protein … 
and sometimes GIST driver mutations occur in genes other than KIT: 
PDGFRA, SDH, BRAF, NTRK, etc. 

The site of the mutation influences prognosis and response to drugs. 

An important instance: Wild-type and PDGFRA D842V GIST almost 
certainly do not respond to imatinib; so, why are any of these patients 
being prescribed the drug?? 

Mutation testing should be performed on all new GIST cases 

 (Baveno declaration, 2008). 
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Diversity of mutations in GISTs 
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All GIST patients should get mutational testing! 
 
That is: All doctors treating GIST patients should order it to be done! 
 
We, the patient support groups, have been demanding this for more than 
a decade.  But, so far, it is only being done routinely in … Belgium! 



Huss et al., Modern Pathology 26, 1004–1012 (2013)  

Distribution of driver mutations in GISTs. 

D842V 

“Wild-type” really means “we can’t find any mutation, so we simply don’t know”! 
Many of these “wild-type” cases have now been identified (e.g., “SDH-deficient GIST”). 
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Understanding mutation terminology 
 
What does “KIT V560D” mean? 
 
This is a “mis-sense” mutation. Because of a 
mutation in the GIST cell’s DNA, the 560th amino acid 
(building block) in the KIT protein has changed from 
the normal valine (V) to a different residue, aspartic 
acid (D). 
 
What does “KIT W557_K558 del”  mean? 
 
This is a “deletion” mutation. Because of a mutation 
in the GIST cell’s DNA, the 557th and 558th amino 
acids in the KIT protein are absent. 
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Q W K V 

after mis-sense mutation V560D … 

A diagram representing part of exon 11 of the normal (“wild-type”) KIT protein; 
each coloured block represents a particular amino acid. 

after deletion mutation W557_K558 … 
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E E V E V 

Q W K V E E D E V 

Q E V V E E V 

554 

KIT-mutant GIST: examples 



PDGFRA-mutant GIST 
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J. Cell. Mol. Med. 22: 4856-4862, 2018. 

PDGFRA-mutant GIST: the cell of origin may not be the ICC 
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“Wild-type” GIST 
 
The major target genes in GIST are KIT and PDGFRA. 
 
However, a fraction (about 10%) of GISTs do not have mutations in 
either of these genes.  These GISTs were called “wild-type”, which is 
genetics jargon for “not mutated”. 
 
With further research, we have learned that many of these “wild-
type” GISTs do have mutations - in genes other than KIT and PDGFRA. 
 
“Wild-type” GIST is a different disease. 
 - affects younger patients … predominantly females 
 - tends to be “indolent” rather than “aggressive” 
 - does not respond to imatinib or other TKI drugs (?) 
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SDH-deficient GIST (first publication, 2011) 
 
Many GISTs previously classified as “wild-type” actually have mutations 
in the gene for SDH, succinate dehydrogenase (an enzyme of the Krebs 
cycle, for those of you who have endured an Intro. Biochem. course!).  
Research on “SDH-deficient GIST” is moving forward quickly. 
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Workshop on SDH-deficient GIST; Miami, 2018 



The development of targeted drugs for treating GIST  

Joensuu et al, N. Engl. J. Med. 344: 1052-1056, 2001. 
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Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia (CML)  
 A rare leukemia (cancer of the blood) that looks 
completely different from GIST … but the two diseases 
turned out to be related, at the molecular level. 
 
 The mutation causing CML is in a gene called “ABL”; 
this was discovered in 1985. 
 
 ABL is a “tyrosine kinase” enzyme. Drugs that 
inhibit (shut down) those enzymes are “tyrosine kinase 
inhibitors” (TKIs). 
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The development of targeted drugs for treating GIST  



KIT and PDGFRA are close “cousins”; ABL is a distant cousin. 

KIT 

ABL 

PDGFRA 
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“The 2009 Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award honors three 
scientists who developed novel treatments for chronic myeloid leukemia that 
converted this fatal cancer into a manageable chronic condition.  
   [They] broke new ground in cancer therapy and radically altered the 
prognosis of CML patients.” 
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Note to the Nobel committee: Give this team the Nobel Prize!! 



Gleevec (STI-571; imatinib) inhibits ABL and KIT 
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GIST therapy has benefited from CML discoveries.  
 
Like BCR-ABL, KIT and PDGRA are tyrosine kinase enzymes.  
 
The “first generation” GIST drugs – imatinib, sunitinib, and 
regorafenib – were all developed for CML or other cancers, not 
for GIST – but they work well for GIST, too. 
 
2019: “Bespoke” GIST drugs are now arriving! 
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Rubin et al., Lancet  2007 

KIT-activated signal transduction; 
GIST proliferation and survival 

inhibition of KIT; 
reduced GIST proliferation; 
apoptosis (cell death) 

× 

untreated KIT inhibitor (e.g. imatinib) 



Drug names: “-mabs” and “-ibs”: 
 
The naming convention is: 
 
- ending in “-ib”: a small-molecule TKI;  
  usually, an oral pill. 
 
- ending in “mab”: a “monoclonal antibody”   
 (a protein therapeutic; never an oral drug; 
 administered i.v.) e.g., ipilumimab; 
 cetuximab; bevacizumab 
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Despite imatinib’s dramatic success, additional GIST 
drugs are needed: 
 
• Some GISTs are imatinib-resistant from the outset; e.g., the 
most common PDGFRA mutation in GIST (D842V) is resistant 
to both imatinib and sunitinib. 
 
• Imatinib halts the growth of most GISTs, but does not 
eliminate them; over time, GIST tumours tend to become 
imatinib-resistant, mainly due to additional mutations arising 
in the metastases. 
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The three TKIs approved for use in GIST:  
 
 
First-line: Imatinib (Gleevec – Novartis; 2001) 
 
Second-line: Sunitinib (Sutent – Pfizer; 2006) 
 
Third-line: Regorafenib (Stivarga – Bayer; 2013) 



When imatinib resistance develops: secondary mutations in KIT 

exon 13 

exon 17 

exon 14 

exon 11 

exon 9 

V654 40%      

D816 8%     
D820 12%      
N822 13%      
Y823 9%      
 
other 7% 

T670 11%       

 

imat.  sunit.  rego. 

(ATP-binding) 

(activation loop) 

(membrane) 

adapted from: Serrano, C. …. and Heinrich, M.C. … and Fletcher, J.A.,  
Br. J. Cancer 120: 612-620, 2019. 

drug response freq. 
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Quadruple-wildtype (NTRK) Larotrectinib 
 
PDGFRA D842V   Avapritinib (“BLU 285”) 
 
KIT Exon 13-18    Ripretinib (“DCC 2618”) 

44 

Some promising clinical trials → new treatments: 
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